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'Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

A
campusd

Beer bottles,
clothing and
broken glass
cover the floors
of one of the
building's
destroyed
rooms, many
of which have
been cleaned
up already.

egen
revived
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Women's
soccer
How the Lady Panthers can
play in two different

conferences this season.
Story on Page 12

Senate
tables
tuition,
fee hikes
By Joe Sanner
Student government editor

Photos by Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
The former Ashmore Estates. ~t of ~more on Illinois R~e 16, located on 2.65 acres of land was purchased by Arthur Colclasure
br $12,500. The three story building, which has been closed Since 1987 for repeated violations, has had Mry window broken and almost
Mry room completely destroyed by trespassers. Colclasure says the building is structurally sound and just needs a bit of work done.

Sullivan man purchases former Ashmore
<insane asylum: plans to make it his home
By Nicole Meinheit
City editor

respassers have taken or
destroyed everything.
Walls are covered with
obscene graffiti. Furniture,
bathroom fixtures and dishes have
been removed or destroyed and ceiling tiles have been tom down.
Known to many students as the
"abandoned insane asylum," Ashmore
~tes has been purchased by a
Sullivan man who plans to renovate
the building and make it his home.
Arthur Colclasure purchased the
property for $12,500 at Coles County's
delinquent tax auction and the 2.65
-=res surrounding the building.
He said ever since he saw the
property in the paper a few years ago
be wanted to live there.
"'The house is as structurally as
sound as it can be, aside from the
windows and some rewiring,"
Colclasure said
The abandoned facility for the
developmentally disabled, west of
Ashmore on Illinois Route 16, has

T

been the source of campus legends
since it was closed after repeated violations in 1987.
"I had some kids come up while I
was mowing and they said someone
in the place went crazy and killed
everyone, and I said 'You're half
right; all the people there were crazy,'
" Colclasure said.
Ashmore Estates has been vacant
for more than a decade. It was built in
1916 as a county-owned home for
indigent people. The property later
became a home for the developmentally disabled until it was closed by
the state for repeated violations.
In 1991, public opposition stopped
the building from being converted
into a counseling and treatment facility for teen-age boys.
Colclasure has already began to
clean up rubble in the second story
hallway and east entrance way of the
building and has posted "no trespassing" signs on the property.
Colclasure is hoping to have new
windows put up and doors with locks

See&.mmPage2

The Student Senate unanimously voted to
table a 2.5 percent tuition increase, a $5 increase
in the student activities fee and a charge per credit hour for more than 16 hours to get more student
input.
The bill was tabled last spring by a 13-9 vote
after confusion over what the extra revenue
would go toward and whether other options for
raising revenue existed.
The bill recommends "that the extra revenue
generated from these tuition changes go toward
general education co~. faculty salaries and
instructional equipment"
"Eastern will still be below the Illinois average for tuition with the increase," said Erinn
McFadden, tuition and fee review committee
chair. 'Tuition has to be raised 25 percent every
year to keep up with inflation."
Reasons McFadden gave for the tuition
increase were:
• declining state support
• acquisition of technology
• recruiting and retaining a quality faculty
• increasing library materials costs
• increasing federal regulations
• and growing deferred maintenance backlogs.
McFadden said Eastern is starting to move
away from being a state·funded university and
is moving toward becoming a state-assisted university.
See SEIATE Page 2

Carrot Top
show lost up
to $13,000
By Joe Sanner
Student government editor

Many walls in the building have been tom
apart by trespassers, leaving nothing but
rubble and fixtures, such 88 toilets.

For reasons not yet revealed by officials, the
University Board Jost between $12,000 and
$13.000 on Carrot Top's May performance.
David Milberg, UB adviser and director of
student life, would not comment on an exact
amount Jost from the spring perfonnance.
"Can't we stan the year off with a positive
note?," Milberg asked. "At this point I really
don't want to talk about Carrot Top."
Student Body President Steve Zielinski said
the loss was between $12,000 and $13,000, but
did not have an exact figure.
He said the AB may have to give the UB
anodler loan to compensate for the loss.

See CAmT Page 2
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WASHINGTON
(AP)
Attorney General Janet Reno
reopened the investigation of the
30-year-old assassination of civil
rights leader Martin Luther King
Jr., focusing on two allegations of a
conspiracy beyond James Earl Ray.
The limited review announced
Wednesday stops well short of the
national commission sought by
King's widow, Coretta Scott King.
Nevertheless, Mrs. King welcomed the probe "as a first step
towards revealing the truth.''
"I hope this inquiry will open a
wider investigation of all pertinent
leads," said Mrs. King, whom Reno
consulted for months and infonned
of the decision Tuesday night.
"When this is accomplished. our
family and the American people
will at last have the satisfaction that
all relevant evidence has been fully
examined."
In a brief written announcement,
Reno said, "We hope this review
will provide answers to new ques-

Hurricane Bonnie .hits
North Carolina shoreline
WILMINGTON. N.C. (AP) _
Taking one of history's busiest
stonn routes, Hurricane Bonnie
blew ashore Wednesday and began
a slow crawl up the Carolina coast
with stinging rain and howling
winds of more lhan JOO mph.
Forecasters said the stonn could
linger owr North Carolina for a day
and bring 15 to 20 inches of rain.
Winds W6re 115 mph when Bonnie
hit land hut dropped to 105 mph
after nightfall.
Arriving hours after a half-million people had fled inland, the
stonn swamped roads. knocked out

By foot: The Daily Eastern News
is located in the south end of
Buzzard Hall, which is at Seventh
Street and Garfield Avenue next
to the Tarble Arts Center and
across the street from the Life
Science Building.
By phone: (217) 581-2812
By fax: (217) 581 -2923
By mall:
The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
By e-mail:
Editor in chief Chuck Burke
cucebOpen.

edu

Managing editor Chad Merda

power to at least 240,000 and
peeled part of a roof from a hospital. There were no immediate
reports of deaths or serious
injuries.
There were preliminary repons
that the stonn created new inlet:-.
that cut two small barrier islands in
half. authorities said.
Andrew Tawes wa.'i among the
few who remained on North
Carolina's Outer Banks as the
stonn hit, staying to look after his
house and cabinet shop. His wife
and two children fled the island to
stay with relatives.

nsome
A weekly column covering
various campus and community events
"&Then Some'" is a column
designed to highlight groups or
individuals on campus who have
received special recognition.
Our goal is to serve as an
outlet for smaller groups on
campus and to showcase their
achievements.
Anyone interested in sub-

Senate
from Pagel
"Eastern is the lowest funded of
Illinois schools," McFadden said.
"We need more funding and that
has to be done with tuition."
Under the bill, students would be
charged about $93 for each semester hour taken over 16 hours. If this
bill were approved and Eastern
went with a system that charged per
semester hour for hours 17 and
above, it would generate $262,688
of extra revenue for the university.
"There are other universities
that use this already." said Lou
Hencken. vice president for student
affairs. "We're one of the few
schools who don·t charge by the
hour after a certain point."
McFadden said this plan would
still enable students to graduate in
four years if they do not take more
than 16 hours rn a scmcsicr. w ~
"One of the keys we have to

Carrot
from Pagel

Legend
from Page 1

To reach us

lions that have been raised about a
tr.tgedy that still haunts our nation."
She promised a report on the findings.
Despite a narrow initial focw,, on
separate allegations by a
retired FBI agent and a fonner
Memphis, Tenn., bar owner, ''the
evidence gathered by the inquiry
will be followed wherever it may
lead," the Justice Department said.
In meetings last spring with
Reno and President Clinton. Mrs.
King and her sons had sought a
national commission, anned with
power to grant immunity in return
for testimony.
The family has expressed
doubts about the official version
that James Earl Ray, acting alone,
shot King on the balcony of a
Memphis. Tenn.. motel April 4,
1968. Ray died in prison this year
serving a sentence for killing King,
but he had long ago disavowed his
initial confession and spent years
futilely seeking a new trial.

on the building before winter seL~
in. Now he has some of the windows boarded up, but there are
still more to go.
Colclasure has temporarily put
repairs to the property on hold. He
has not received the deed for the
property and does not want to make
any further repairs until he has it
Steve Schrimpf. general council
for the tax agent, said it usually
takes 90 days for people purchas-

ing property at tax auctions to
receive the deed.
"l am not aware of a problem
with that item although it is possible there is a problem I'm not
aware of," Schrimpf said.
Like all properties sold at the
tax auction, the previous owner of
Ashmore Estates had not paid
property taxes on the land in four
years or more, Schrimpf said.
The redemption period for the
property expired and tlJe county
took ownership of the property.
After purchasing the property at
the auction, Colclasure owns the
property free of any back taxes.

The AB loaned UB $22,000 in
student activity reserve funds to
cover more than $38,000 in losses
from the fall 1997 Aretha Franklin
concert. This was a short-term loan
to be paid by the fall of 2000.
Mike Hansen. srudent vice ~
dent for financial affairs, said Milberg
told him the UB expected a $20,CXX>
profit from Bill Cosby's perfoonance
during Family Weekend.
If they did gain $20,000, UB
would still owe AB about $13,000.
The loan would have to be voted
on by the AB and would come from
the student activity reserve fund,
which is supposed to stay above

milting infonnation to be
considered for "& Then Some'"
may call Chad Merda at
The Daily Ea.stem ~ews at
581-2812 or e-mail him at
cuccm l@pen.eiu.edu.

• Chad Merda is managing
editor of The Daily Eastern News.

have around here is to make
students can get the classes
need to take to graduate," Henc
said.
Senate members also tabled
bill that would have raised the
dent activity fee by $5. The stu
activity fee is
"nside
rently at $21.50.
Mora l
If this bill
Student body
approved the
president Steve ate will ex
Zielinski's state
the option of
of the university ing the fee
address.
$5 in 2CXX>.
Pages
would change the tuition and
review committee's policy on
omrnendations to the university
idcnt.
The policy currently states
the committee make its recomnw11•1
dations no later than Nov. I.
If the bill is passed, it
changed the date tb no hit~r
Sepl. 1Sin tfie'f3.ll lli1U n'o'lllt~1
April 10 in the spring.
$100.000 at all times.
Hansen said AB members ha
yet to be selected but will di
the loan possibilicy in September.
When asked whether a
spring concert may not oc
Zielinski said eliminating sp ·
concerts is always a possible way
save money.
The 1996 spring concert, \\
featured the BoDeans, incurred
$1.400 loss. Hootie and
Blowfish and Toad the Wet S
brought in a $12.500 profit at
1995 spring concen and the
Boys brought in a $33,CXX> pro
the Family Weekend concert.
from the two 1994 spring c
totaled $2,700. Blind Melon,
Donut and Dig brought in a $4
profit. while They Might Be ·
brought a $7,200 loss.
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What can I use my new El
PantherCard for .
Just bring a photo ID to the vending lounge I
first floor in the MLK Unive rsity Union and get
your ne w photo ID smart card!

look h o w muah you'va
gro wn u p! lo ve,
your r oomlee
EVERYONE NEEDS

MORE MONE Y!
Right?
SO ... \A/hy not sell yo
un\A/anted Items In
The Dallv Ea• t e rn N e

Clatl• lfled Section!
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Carman, fraternity
working to honor
memory of RA

ne of country's top values
.

ance magazme
Eastern 43rd
top 100 list

By Nicole Meinhelt
City editor

By Deece Davis
Staff writer
tern was recently ranked
lhe top 50 public colleges and
ities in the country when it
to "getting a quality education
t going bankrupt"
plinger's Personal Finance
· ne ranked the top I00 public
es and universities based on
and cost, and Eastern was
43rd on the list The results
that nationally recognized
Is are not the only ones offering
values.
Kiplinger's article, which
be read nationally. shows • once
lhat Eastern is one of the finest
tions of its type in the nation,"
·ng to a statement relea'>ed
's Pre~ideqt Da\lid Joms. \J
linger's ranked the top 100
~ based on quality, and five
ial factors: affordability for
ts, the percentage of a ~tu
s financial needs the school
wilh financial aid. the percentof aid that is self-help, and the
e amount that a student must
10 graduate.
ent Body President Steve
· said the university will conto improve.
e couldn't be happier to hear
ICWs," he said. "We are looking
to the changes on campus
will cqptjnue to succeed."
Nilsen, acting vice president
external relations. said Eastem's
members deserve the recogllll pleased that our university has

national recognition for its
t

educational reputation. This

i\ a recognition of our dedicated
and staff. They are to be
for their hard wodc. and comto our students," Nilsen said.
Hencken, vice president for
t affairs. said the rank will be
when his office begins recruit-

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Jenny Zadell, a freshman English major, along with Kristy Hills, a freshman elementary education major, relax and talk about the first few days of class in the
pleasant ear1y evening air outside of Old Main. According to Kiplinge~s Personal
Finance Magazine, Eastern Illinois University has been ranked the 43rd best
school in the nation based on quality and cost.
ing new students.
"It is always good when an independent organization comes in and
rates you well." Hencken said. 'The
srudents should be extremely proud
because the article enhances Eastern's
reputation and makes their degree
that much more valuable."
Morgan Olsen, vice president of
business affairs, said the strong
enrollment shows students recognize

Eastern as a strong instirulion as well
as a good value.
"In my opinion Eastern 's inclusion and high ranking reflect the high
quality education provided to our student's at a relatively low cost," he
said in a prepared statement. 'This
ranking demonstrates that we do a lot
with little in the way of funding, and
credit is due to our people and the
commitment they make."
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Cannan Hall staff and Delta Sigma Phi are working to honor
the memory of Bradley Wright. a senior psychology major who
died of cardiac arrest over the summer.
Delta Sigma Phi is finishing its annual volleyball tournament
this week, naming it in memory of Mr. Wright, although Mr.
Wright Was110t a member of the fraternity.
"He had met some of the guys from Delta Sigma Phi and they
loved him," said Melissa Velon, third-floor resident assistant in
Cannan Hall and friend of Mr. Wright.
Carman Hall staff is working on plans to start a memorial
scholarship in Mr. Wright's name and to name the pond outside
Cannan Hall after him. The pond has never bad a name, Velon
said.
"He loved fishing," Velon said. "Every free minute he had he
was fishing. He loved to fish by the Cannan pond."
Mr. Wright died on June 28, his 22nd birthday, after be bad
returned from a vacation in Florida with his family. While on vacation, Mr. Wright had suffered from headaches. some that had
caused him to faint, said Michael Day. Macon County coroner.
The headaches can be characteristic of the early warning signs
of cardiac arrest, but there were no other warning signs and Mr.
Wright had been in good health otherwise, Day srud.
On June 28 Mr. Wright woke up and complained of a headache
and took spme over-the-counter medication. Day said.
Later. Mr. Wright was found in the living room and was unresponsive. He was taken to Decatur Memorial Hospital and pronounced dead after doctors used every possible measure and nothing could be done for him, Day said.
Mr. Wright was founh-floor RA in Carman Hall last year and
was planning on returning to be the ninth-floor RA this year.
"He loved all his residents and he loved the staff at Carman, he
had a big banner with all our names on it hanging in his room,"
Velon said.
While the Cannan staff was cont.acted to attend the funeral. not
all of the people on Mr. Wright's floor were able to be contacted.
Velon estimated that 500 people attended funeral services She
said she waited in line for two and a half hours at the visitation and
was in the middJe of the line.
"Everyone we were able to contact said 'I'll be there,' no questions asked." Velon said.
Past residents of Mr. Wright who didn't know that he had died
have been coming to Cannan looking for him, Velon said.
"One thing that made Brad really really special was that he
shared everything with people," Velon said. "He shared his fun
side, he shared his academic side, he shared his spiritual side."
Mr. Wright was very involved with the Special Olympics and
was taking the Sexual Assault Counseling and Information Service
training program to become a counselor.
"When he got involved in something he put his whole heart
into it," Velon said.
Mr. Wright liked sports and spent a lot of his time hanging out
with people on his floor and other staff members at Carman. On
his weekends he liked to travel to Champaign to visit his girlfriend, a student at the University of Illinois.
Mr Wright was born in Decatur on June 28. 1976. He graduated from Stephen Decatur High School in 1994. and he was a graduate of Richland Community College.
Mr. Wright had been a student at Eastern since 1996 and would
have graduated in 0\-"'Ccmber. After graduation Mr. Wright wanted
to become a pastor in the Lutheran church.
"As hard and ns sad as it is. the ideology that he left behind and
the person that he wa'> now gives us all something to strive for."
Velon said.
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The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.

8 miles east of Charleston 1st tavern on right hand side

... All the way from Nashville
the legendary ...

JASON and the SCORCHERS
W / Bare Jr. and Rhinestone Barn burners
TONIGHTI DOORS OPEN AT 7 pm

en wants your inp
the s1udcnt "ice prc...1dent for
studcnl affair.:.. I ha\ e lhe
"People are sick
great opponunil\ to appoint
of apathetic
student" to the following
students, and I'm imponant boanh and councils: Health Scr.·ice Advisory
sure you feel
Board Intercollegiate
Alhletic' Board. University
the same way
Union Adnsol) Board
as well, so here
Student Legal Services
is your chance!,,
Board Pruiang and Traffic
Appeals Committee, Radio
and Tele"i-.1on Center Board
Housin" Bond Rcvcnu Committee. Mulucultural Affair<;
Boarcl, Perfonmno and \ t'Sual Arts Board Spon.~ and
Rc.-creatmn Board t m Puhhcauon Board Affinn<1U\c
Acuon Boord. Athletic ~iarketmg Couumnce and the RSO
Awards Banquet C'ommmee. Ho\\ do I gel 1molved, you
a'k? Go to room 201 m lhc union nnd ptd. up an apphcauon 111 lh t C.'IS) ! I v.-ill call you for an mtervie\\ and let
you l110w the results. But \\hat 1f none ot those comm1nccs
sound fun? Tilere are s1ill four eXOl'Utl\·e mcmhers you can
talk to that have ju~t a<; many appointments to make in other
a'>fX.'Ct" of the campu~.
What to look for in the future'? Not broken promises - JUst
a strong and creative team that will help the srudents have a
great time at this phenomenal unhcr..11) Sta} for football
ganx.-s this fall - tailgate out-.ide O"Bnen Stadium and then
\\ID free prizes while you watch our Eastern Panthers lock
their opponenl!>' buns (home opener Sept 3). The RSO fair
and 'Speak Your Mind· are alread) in the \-.ork.-;. There is a
gmde appeals forum to be held Sept. 8 to explain this somcWhat eas) process. Stop by the pre.~nt's ~tlice to sai wh
he has planned - ii promises to be a big surprise that will
make many students happy.
Get involved. It's the only way your voice will be effecti\.ely heard. Please call me in the office at 581-7673 or stop
b) wilh ideas lhar you would like to see at work.
• Victoria Markley is a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern
News. Her e-mail address is cuvm1@pen.eiu.edu.
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an er Card
isn't all that
astern 's Director of Telecommunications
Clay Hopkins has describe.d the new
Panther Card a-; ..efficient." but so far. th~
card is plagued with problems.
It's hard to believe something could be "efficient"
when it inconveniences the students, and it already
has.
Don't try to use it at Panther Dining, because it
doesn't work. And it won't work for approximately
three more weeks.
Forget about using it in the vending machines.
Expect that feature to debut some time in the middle
of September.
For those students
who use other libraries,
Panther Card Safety
they may also be inconThe Panther Card currently has ...Yenienced. Any card.'>
more downfalls than praises.
issued on Aug. 18 and
Eastern needs to fix the
before
problems pronto.
9 a.m. Aug 19 have a
library card number that
won't work.
The cai;h-t0<ard machines haven't been perfect
either. The machine in Taylor Hall was broken from
Friday until Sunday.
In addition. security is not something the
creators of the card concentrated on whtle in the
design phai;e.
If the card get-; stolen, student<; can report it to the
Panther Card office so no one el<ie can cash in on their
card. But that can take up to two bu.-.iness days.
Even when the card is deactivated. it is of no good
to the student Whatever money is left on the card is
lost, and the student then has to pay a hefty $20 penalty for a new card.
The Panther Card has been promoted as being very
much like a debit card, only better.
For thieves, that is.
No personal identification number is needed to u.i;e
the card. It's a good thing the student's picture is on
tbecard.
Those vending machines will surely reject a
6-foot-5-inch. 325-pound man who fraudulently uses
the card of a 5-foot-2.5-inch. 98-pound female.
Consider it free I~. candy bars and soda for
the lucky finder.
But that's only if the vending machines are ever
made Panther Card friendly.

E

• The editorial 1s the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
' '~~~~~~~~~~~~

Today's quote
Any man may be in good spirits and good temper
when he's well dressed. There ain't mucl1 credit
in that.
Chartes Dickens,
English novelist, 1812-1870

~~~~~~~~~ ''

elcome back
Summer never
seems long
enough and 1he
school year always seems too
long! My name 1s Victoria
Markley. and I am currcmly
your studcm vice pre.-;ident for
Victoria Markley
s1uden1 affairs. faery so often
you will be hearing from me as
Student vice president
for student affairs
a guest colummst to make you
3\\ are of what i~ going on \\ 1lh
in lhe uni,er~ny. wnhm lhe
S1udcnt Government and wilhin s0c1al campu C\Cnt .
You v. ill definnel} sec many changec; thi~ school year
with the chan •em executive officers. I heheve that I can
· speak lor m) colleagu~ when I SJ) ''e urc defiantly ready
for acuon and change Currentlv our executive officers are
m) self. Student Body President Steve Ziclmski. Vice
Pre'ident for Acauerruc Affairs Mehssa Rill'y. Vice President
for Ftnanc1al Alfairs Mike Hansen, \tee President for Publi
Affairs Liz Halben and Speaker of the Senate Kenh
Co~nuno. Each position hold! a very special pan in the running of this campus.
Did you kno\\ that the \lt'C pres1den1 for financial affairs
is in ch~e ol allocating $300.000 of student money? How
about the vice preildent for public affain; is lhe student·s voting Yoicc on the Board of Trustees? The mos! important
position to many student... is lhe vice president for academic
affairs. Were you aware that you have lhe opponunity to
appeal your grade from la"t M!IDCSter'! All of the..e amazing
re-.ponsibilities lie in the Student Government office located
in Room 201 of the Martin Luther King Jr. Unhcrsity Union,
(581-5522) one of the only completely student-run office on
Ea:.'tem·s campus.
. Why i" any of this important to you? People are sick of
apathetic students, and I'm sure you feeJ the same way a...
well. so here is your chance! Every September there are
many appoinunents made to boards. councils and committees by the executive members of Student Government As

\
\
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Suicide is not related
to recent 'altercation'
I am writing in response to the
Monda} article that detailed the recent
suicide of an Eastern studenL More
specifically. 1 was concerned that the
article seemed to suggest that the student's suicide .,.. as precipitated by an
..altercation" with his girlfriend. After
discussing this matter wilh olher members of the Counsehng Center staff. I
felt i1 was imponan1 to point out the
idea. either implied or inferred. that a
..,erbal disagreement"" with a significant other i" responsible for this or an)
other suicide is seriously m error. Bolh
m) professional experience and the
clinical literature with which I am
tamihar support the notion that individual~ \\ho kill themselves arc motivated to do ...o by long-tenn, chrome
concerns, perhaps most of which no

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
one will ever completely understand.
To imply or infer that a disagreement
motivated someone co kill himself is
the equivalent of saying the sun rises
each morning because a rooster crows.
The sun will rise whether or not a
rooster crows. just as individuals -;eriou...ly intent on taking their own lives
will do so regardless of the state of
lhcir relationships with other;. Gi\cn
the power of the pre-;s. The Dail)
Eastern News hould ha' e more carefully considered the inferences 1t' readeri. were likel} to draw from the manner in \\hi ch the stol) \\as reported. so
as to not compound an already tragic
situ:1tion.

David Onestak
Counseling Center director

Send letters to U\e editor via e-mirn to cucebOpen.elu .edo

Writers must co
emotions of stud
I am writing this Jetter in res
to lhe article wncten by Justin
about Thomas Bonine. which
in the Monday edition of The
Eastern News. As a close perso
friend of both people mentioned
article, I was up~t and offended
insemiti\ ity Mr. Kmitch displa}
his rcponing of lhe incident. To
Shannon had a wonderful relati
and were 'ery happy cogelhcr.
or not hey had an argument lhat
is in no \\a) related or connect
evems that took place. I hope in
future Justm Kmitch will reme
is wnung about real human bet
ha\ c feeling and arc affected
thmgs he rcpons.
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Zielinski: Student Government must Stewart assumes student
reach out 'in more innovative ways' affairs vice president post
By Joe Sanner
Student government editor

Student Body President Steve
Zielinski urged senate members
Wednesday to be more interactive
•ith the student body.
Zielinski told Student Government
officials during the annual State of the
University Address they must reach
out to students in more innovative
ways in order to handle the changes
lhe university is going through.
"By creating our own web page,
pu1ting up our suggestion boxes, periociically attending campus meetings
mlarge groups and creating a student
update phone line, we will become
lhe most student-oriented office ever."
Zielinski spoke about Eastem's
past and how changes at the universiIY through the years have affected its
pesent Zielinski also outlined a few
of the basic responsibilities of student
government and how they may be different than past years.
"Our university has undergone
more changes in the last few years
dian it had in probably the previous
SO leading up to it," Zielinski said

,, _______

"Whether it be lobbying for
funding in Springfield or voting
on our own tuition and fee
increases, we have participated
in every change that our
university has undergone~,
Steve Zielinski,
student body president
in State of the University Address

_______

,,

Zielinski first addressed senators
by saying: "Many changes have greeted us as we return to campus this fall
and for this year's student government, more responsibility will be
placed on you than has ever been put
on EIU's elected student officials in a
very long time."
Zielinski spoke of positive
changes that have been made to the
university over the years.
"Just a few years ago, our university was in great danger." he said. "EIU
was struggling to keep pace with other

universities in the state and changes
needed to take place before our university began to lose its credibility as a
quality institution.
Not long ago, Eastern had the lowest funding level and faculty salary
level in the state. sub par admittance
standards, structurally outdated campus buildings and a campus community that was becoming increasingly
more apathetic, Zielinski said.
"It's amazing how far we have
come so fast," he said.
Zielinski attributed the administration's commitment to bettering the
university and providing changes to
making Eastern one of the most
respected Midwestern universities.
"And as students, we have been
there every step of the way," he said.
"Whether it be lobbying for funding
in Springfield or voting on our own
tuition and fee increases, we have participated in every change that our university has undergone."
Zielinski said last year Eastern
received the largest percentage
increase of any university in the state
for cumulative funding and that faculty salarie:,, have steadily began to rise.

Tammie Sloup
Administration editor

The new associate vice president for student affairs says
installing the new food cowt project is her top priority for this
academic year.
'Tm working a great deal with the food court." said Shifley
Stewart, assistant vice president for student affairs. "It's going to
be a legacy for future generations."
Stewart said her office will be researching architects and
reviewing bids for contractors.
Stewart's former position was director of student services and
career services. She began her new position May 15. She will
retain her original duties as director of student and career seivices
and gaining new tasks as well. Along with the new title and the
additional tasks, Stewart will also receive an additional $300 per
month.
Stewart's original duties include acting as the fiscal agent for
the career services department Five departments report to
Stewart, including campus recreation, student legal services,
student life, and health and medical services.
As associate vice president. Stewart is now responsible for
coordinating the strategic planning process for the division of
student affairs and filling in for Lou Hencken, vice president for
student affairs, when he has other obligations.
"(The position) is very challenging and rewarding. I've been
very busy," she said. "I am responsible for the division of student affairs when (the vice president) is away from the office."
Hencken was the last person to hold the position of associate
vice president from 1989 to 1992 before taking the vice president
position.

Chamber of Commerce raises $4,000 for shuttle
By Joe Sanner
Student government edrtor

The Charleston Chamber of
Commerce is continuing to reach
for its goal of raising $20,000 to
help fund a new shuttle bus service.
The city has cwrently raised
$4,000 in pledges from local businesses toward its goal of $20,000.
The shuttle bus service, which
should be in service by Nov. I is
expected to help the 6,000 or more
srudents at Eastern who don't have
cars on campus find some relief.
The shuttle bus will be funded

If you're reading this...

soare8
r

by a new student fee increase of
$2.50 per student each semester and
pledges from area businesses.
Students will have a chance to
vote on the fee increase on Sept. 15
and 16. The fee increase will fund
about 75 percent of the shuttle's
expenses. The rest of the funding
will come from pledges.
Student Senate and the
Charleston Chamber of Commerce
are attempting to raise funds through
pledges from Charleston businesses
to start the shuttle bus service.
"I think the city is going to look
into how they can help us financial-

ly if we can't get all the money
from the businesses," said senator
Melissa Girten, who has been
working on the project since it was
proposed in the spring.
Pledges have come from Wilb
Walkers,
Wal-<None>Man,
Campbell's Furniture. An unannounced downtown business may
pledge, but has not yet confirmed that
it will. Girten said
If the funding acquired from the
pledges does not equal the $20,000
needed, student senate and the
Chamber of Commerce may have
to go to Mattoon businesses for

6RMS
RIVVU
A comedy by Bob Randall
directed by Clarence P. Blanchette

on the Mainstage
8 p.m. August 27, 28, 29
2 p.m. August 3

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

additional pledges. This would
mean the proposed route for the
shuttle bus would have to be
extended to reach Mattoon businesses as well.
Larry Rennels, president of the
Charleston Chamber of Commerce,
said it would probably not ask
Mattoon businesses for pledges if it
can be avoided.
Girten said if the route were
extended to Mattoon, the bus would
only be able to stop every hour during the week instead of every half
hour.
The only Mattoon business that
may be included on the route is
Showplace Eight, which will not
affect the timing of the route during
the week. "The pledges we have
from Charleston arc contingent on
(the shuttle service) being in
Charleston,"
Rennels
said.
"Student-. really want to keep it in
Charleston if at all possible."
The proposed route includes
stops at:
• the corner of Fourth Street and
Roosevelt Avenue near Lawson
Hall
• Ninth Street in front of Carman
Hall
• Seventh Street in front of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University

Union
• the comer of Seventh Street and
Lincoln Avenue near Old Main
• the comer of Sixth Street and
Monroe Avenue on the square
• Wtlb Walkers located on the corner of E Street and Lincoln Avenue
• WalMart
• Lincoln Hall on Grant Avenue
The bus will run from 7:30 am.
to 11 p.m. Monday through Friday,
stopping every half hour at each
stop on the proposed route. On the
weekends, it will run from l 1 am.
to 11 p.m., stopping every hour.
Riding the shuttle bus will be
free for students with an ID and the
possibility exish that the service
may be extended to Charleston
community members.
Girten said the shuttle service
may also be available during the
summer semester, depending on
how well it \\orks during the fall
and spring.
Monty Bcnncn. Eastem·s director of purchasing. said the university is beginning 10 take bids from
local transportation companies who
could supply Eastern \\ ith a bus.
Bennett said the service will be
ready by ~ov. I for release. but it
can't be provided until the students
vote to approve the fee raise.

IR
3 Tans for $10
30 DaJs Unlimited $50
-Closest to E.l.U. • Face Tanners on every bed •
Radios In every room • New Air conditioner! • New
Turbo bed fans • New Bulbs! • New Power Bed
8/981 • Charleston's largest tanning facility!

345-5666
405 Lincoln Ave.
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Teachers' union
looking to award
faculty members
Seeking student nominations
for outstanding teachers
By Tammie Sloup
Adm1mstrahon editor

Achievement and Contribution Awards will be award·
cd lo 50 tenured/tenure-track faculty members at Eastern
in November.
According to a memo from the ACA selection com·
mittee, the awards. described in Article 13 of the 19961999 Ea..tern Illinois Univer.-ity/University Profession
of Illinois Unit A Faculty Agreement, recognize an
honor out<;tanding achie,·ements and contributions in the
areas of te,1ching/performance of primary dutie
research/creative activity. and service from Aug. 15. 199
toAug. 14, 1998.
Only UPI Local 4100 Unit A faculty members are eh·
gible for the awards. said Tim Mason. chair of the A
selection committee.
''I want to emphasize that anyone can submit up t
two nominees, student'> included." Mason said. "Studen
must have worked closely with faculty to write (a nom1
nating or support letter)."
The awards are given in four different are
Teaching: performance of primary duties: research: c
ative activity: service and balanced. which is a comb·
lion of the other three areas, Mason said.
Faculty can be nominated in one of these area<; and ·
a professor is nominated for the teaching or balance
student evaluations must be included with the nominaLi
letter and letters of support, he said.
"(Faculty) will receive recognition of achieving ·
award and they will be recognized as being an outstan
ing teacher." Mason said. 'There is also a mone ·
reward of $40 to $50 per month added (to the recipien
base salary) retroactive to Sept. I."
All members of this year's selection committee w
the award last year. They include: Jeff Boshart. associ
professor of art: Bud Fischert associate profe~r of
ogy; Mary Lou Hubbard, professor of family and c
.sumer sciences; Judith Ivarie. professor of special edu
lion; Nancy Marlow, professor of management/mark
ing and Chris Waldrep, ac;sociate professor of history.
The selection committee represents each of Eastern
four colleges: College of Arts and Humanities: Lump ·
College of Business and Applied Sciences;College
Sciences and College of Education; and Professio
Studies.
Members also represent the three major universi
governance groups: Faculty Senate, Council
Academic Affairs and Council for Faculty Re.
Mason said.
Nominations must be submitted to Mason by 5 p
Sept. 15 and should include a cover page; letter of no
nation; summary of the nominee's achievements
contributions; support letters (no more than three).
riculum vitae; and a copy of the nominee's assignment
duties fonns for the period under consideration, ace
ing to the ACA selection committee memo.

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor

Panther Card unveiled
Morgan Olsen, Vice President for Business Affairs, and Steve Zielinski, Student Body President cut the ribbon to formally
introduce the Panther Card to the campus. The process of getting a card takes less than five minutes and was demon·
strated.

_Lecture series to expand
international program
By Julie Ferguson
Staff writer
Eastem's Department of International
Programs is introducing a new lecture
series to assist in expanding the depart·
ment and improving enrollment in the
study abroad progrrun.
Fifty-three new international stu·
dents will be joining the current I00 student-; already enrolled in the program.
Jim Brosam. coordinator of international programs said he hopes the new program will improve interaction between
American and international student'>.
The first speaker to visit Eastern is a
professor from SL Petersburg University
in Russia. Elena Demlanova will focus
on teacher training. Beginning in
January, she will be a guest lecturer in
political science, women studies, history and family and consumer sciences
classes.

MONEY'S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

GO OUT?
YOUR
LANDLORD'S
BEGINNING TO

"The goal of the series is to bring in foreign country)," Cooper said.
Brosam said he is continually trying
a speaker we can use across all areas,"
to make Eastern students more aware of
Brosarn said.
Other depanrneots can nominate the international studerij.'> on campus.
"So often different equates with bad.
speakers to be involved in the lecture
series in the future. Brosam said he but I think students need to realize that
hopes to have one to two guest lecturers different is good," he said.
each semester.
Short tenn programs are also availHe said the speakers will also visit able and range from two weeks to a
community meetings such as the Rotary month and usually take place during
winter and spring breaks.
Club and Chamber of Commerce.
"We are trying to get the internation"If you can sit in a car for 12-14
al perspective into the community," hours to drive to Florida for spring
Brosam said.
break, you can certainly sit on a plane to
Carolyn Cooper. associate dean of travel to another country," Brosam
international programs. has spent the said.
Eastern students can also travel
last three months in Russia and said
Russian studen~ receive a much differ- abroad for a semester for the same
ent education. Jn Russia. students have approximate cost of a semester on camone big test at the end of a semester and pus. Brosam said the only difference in
usually it is an oral exam.
cost is the addition of airfare and hous"I think truly you are never the same ing costs. Credits transfer as well with a
again when you have an experience (in a grade of C or better.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

Announcements

FREFE
C ASH
GRANTS!
Colle ie. Scholarships. Business.
Med al Bills. Never Repay. Toll
Froe 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G·

MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing classes for Fall 1998 semester. To
apply, come to the Art Offtee, Fine
Arts216.
- - - - - - - , . . --,_.9/4
Need extra money for school.
Sall Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-

Loft-desk/bed combo with box
springs 581-3523, 345-5091 .

Deluxe 2 BDRM APT for quiet
older students. Close to campus.
Furnished. No smoking or pets.
Rent $400 for one person $500
for two. includes utilities. 3480979.

Register for the LSAT prep
course nowlf This useful course
will help prepare you for the
upcoming LSAT. For more information call 581-6220, 348-1867,
or stop
by CH2141.
348-7931
_ __ _
_ __
_ _8J28

22c:·
....,....-__,,...----=--09a4
Co1• County Pawn! Buy-SellTri•·:· _ 320
_Madison.
_ _ _345-3623.
_ _.8J28
Dor 11• Size refrigerator &
microwave for rent. 820 Lincoln.
Pho· ·~ 348-n48.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

___ _______9"
1544

2 Males to move pcs. of Lg. fumi·
lure
(To
clean
behind)
Occcssional odd jobs. 346-1550
w/name, phone no., availability.

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _8131

Help Wanted
Bancnder needed part-time
nighrs. Apply In person at The
Friendly Inn Tavern In Ashmore.
Call for an appointment 349·
821' .
12114
Ova 21 Waitress position available Ashmore, IL 8 mi E. on Rt
16. THE PLACE. 349-8613.
Call for Information.
9/1 Need personal assistant for 46
year old female with multiple sclerosis Friday & Saturday 9:00 pm
to 11 :oo pm. Call 348-6678.

=-- -.,.----,---8J28

Part·llme in store sales and parttime delivery person needed.
Apply in person at County Office
Products. 406 6th St

---------~

Char1eston Dairy Queen now tak·
ing applications for lunch taking
applications for lunch and nights.
Must be available weekends.
Apply
at 20
State
____
__
_Street.
_ ___917
STAFF needed In small residential sites serving 4·6 residents
with developmental disabilities.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible schedul·
Ing also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is pro·
vided. A pplications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries, 825
18th Street, Charleston, IL 61920.
E.O.E
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 12114

The Daily

Medical Biiiing. Nationwide
needs full/part-time medical
billers . Home PC required .
Salary to 30k/year. No experi·
ence necessary, will train. 1·800600-1844.

--

Gunner Bucs is looking for friendly energetic people to work as
cooks and servers. nights and
weekends. Apply in person after
3 p.m. South Route 45, Mattoon.
_ __ _ __ _ _ _9/4
Tutor Needed For STATISTICS
will pay $8.oo per hour. Call 234·

n09.
_ __ __

_ _ __ 8131.

Janitorial/Housekeeping. WORK
AVAILABLE NOW! Flex hrs.
Above average pey can be yours!
HARD workers needed. Days
and/or evenings. Can peggy 3456757.
_ __ __ __ _ _.8J27

For Sile
'87 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 5
SPD, FWD. DEPENDABLE,
NOT PERFECT, BUT KEEPS ON
RUNNING. $500 OBO. 234·
6816.
._ __ _ _ __ _ _ 8J28

E.a.~tern

2 Schwinn Male Traveler 10 spd.
Bikes. Red. Excellent Condition.
$70 each or $120 for set. Call
258-6640

~--------8131

MUST SELL! Long green couch
in good shape. Call 348-6399.
912
Twin Size Bed $75. 348-6241.

8J28
Car Stereo $20 Speakers $15.
MTX Boxed Speakers $100.
348-1769.

Address: _______________

Under Classl11C8tion of:
Expiration code (office use only)-- - - - - - - - - Person accep!Jng ad _ _ __ _ _CompoSttOf _ _ _ __

no. words/days _ _ _ _ __ _ Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Q Chock

.J Credit

Check number

Phone: ________ Student

0

Yes~

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

-------------~9n

SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9TH STREET. For rent 1
block east of Old Main.
Completely furnished. Heat &
Garbage furnished. 9 month indi·
vidual lease 1 g1r1 needed. Call
345-7136.
_ _ __ __ ___8J28
1 Bedroom Upstairs Apartment 2
blocks from Old Main. All utilities
but phone included. $420/rnonth.
Discounts are available Call
345-3479
or _
345-3404.
_ __ _
_ _ _ _ 8J28

_ __ _8127

Roommates

For Rent
LARGE 4BR UPSTAIRS APT.
202112 6TH.
FULLY FUR·
NISHED, CARPETED, AJC.
LARGE BATHROOM WITH
SHOWER. 3 OR 4 STUDENTS.
LEASE
AND
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR
LARRY.
____ __ __ _ _8J28
Fully furnished, newly remodeled
2 BDAM APT, CLOSE TO BUZ·
ZARO. Call 348-0157.

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP.
Townhouse near campus.
Central Air. Own Bedroom. Rent
348-3385.
Negotiable.
____ _Call
__
_ _ _8J28
Roommate needed immediately.
Townhouse near campus .
Central air, dishwasher. 1 1/2
baths, own room, funy fumished,
patio, dishwasher. $215 mo.
Phone 348-5869.

-----------~
Roommate needed. $200 per

~----c-----917

month. Close to campus. Call
348-3832. Ask Drew.
_ _ __ __ __ _9/10

3 Bedroom Apartment.

ROOM MATE NEEDED ASAP
FOR SEMESTER OR FULL
YEAR. YOUNGSTOWN APTS .
OWN ROOM. AIR CONDI·
TIONED. RENT NEGOTIABLE.
CALL
345-4735
FOR
INFO.
_ __
_ __
__
_8J28

Efficiency, close to campus with
AIC. $330 per month. All utilities
days.
paid.
_ _345-3232
_ _ __
__ _8131
62
Madison. $500/month. Call 3456621.
____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
4 Bedroom Apartment. 1430 9th
Street. $600/month. Call 345·
6621.
_____________ _ 12114

3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125 4th
Street. $600/month. Call 3456621.
___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

ACROSS

News

Name: __________________

::J Cash

--:--,--- ___ __ 8J28

8J27

Accepting applications for partt1me cook and also a part-time
dishwasher. Flexible hours.
Please apply In person at the
Best Western Worthington Inn.
920
W.__
Lincoln.
E.0.E.
_ _
__
__ _9a

Classified Ad Form

Payment:

------,----~--8J28

Need Money! SEWNG 97 KENWOOD-in dash CD-Player flip·
face technology. Call Todd 0
345-3372.

tWore
I Mawkish
tt "Uh-uh"
t4 ·Jane Eyre" girl
t i When repeated,
a Western city
t i "You - - here"
n Part 1 of an idle
q uery
tt Thickness
20Holdup
2t Fine-tuned
23 Dad-blamed
25 French crty in
W.W. II fighting
27 Actress Memll
28 Treasure of
Montezuma
29 Query, part 2

20 cents per word lirsl day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaHd ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be peid In advance.

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

II pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastem News Classified Section.
Place your ads in Buzzard
Building.

_ _ _ __ _ __ 00/HA

Advertise with the Daily Eastern
News.

strikes?

MSquare
Old-time street
illuminator

• Refined

a

Condition
44 Swiftwork
... a uery. part 3
to Nuptial or natal

starter

DON'T LOSE THAT TANI
TANS-$25 ANY BED. TR
TAN. 348-8263.
Need Cash? Sell your u
items in the Daily Eastern
Classified Section becau
pays to advertise in the
Eastern News. Make your
Buzzard Building to place
ads.

CampusClips
BGC. Stepshow September 1, at 7:00 p.m. in the Paris
of the Union.
Stepshow meeting for all BGC organization, please send
rep. from each chapter even if your chapter is not perform'
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS. 1st meeting
Thursday, August 27, at 6:00 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
of the Student Union. Go up stairwell by the ATM Machine.
All Honors Students welcome!!
WESLEY FOUNDATION. New Students only. Thursday,
27, at 7:15 p.m. in the Wesley Foundation, across from
Lawson. A g roup that meets so new or transfer students
get acquainted with one another and others at the Wesley
Foundation.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR. Informational
ing. Thursday, Aug. 27, 1998 at 6 p.m. in Rm. 013 of the
Arts Building (in basement).
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on 8-27-98 at 1
p.m. in the Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is
on the comer of 9th and Lincoln Ave.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit. campus organizational event. No parties
fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips should
submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSIN
DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled
Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON by
Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Su
events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be pubf
No ciips will be taken by phone. Any ciip that Is Illegible or contal
conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited
available space.

_ _ __ __ __00/HA

• Declared
•

All new equipment, University
Village Laundry Mat. 24 hour
video security. $1.25 wash, & .25
to dry.

Announcements

M Conjureup

• Split fora
church
IT Flushed
• At the limit, with
"out"
•High-hat

DOWN
t "And pigs fly!"

It It's gentle on the 2 Brouhaha
skin
3 Condensation
12 Off, as a note
4 Bygone
13 Almost forever
s Singer Young
MStuffing
•Influenced
ingredient
1 Klutz
57 They may be
1 Fainting, as from
stripped
surpnse
59 It's nothing
eo End of the query I Make rows
to Lockmaker of
M From S.F. to
note
Tahoe
11 Stain guard
12 Dahl of "Watch
.........-.-...
the Birdie"
13 The best of
times
11 Denounce 1n no
uncertain terms
..:+~.-+.:.fl. .~::+.:::+-.:+::...i 22 Embraces
nMag1cman
Henning
_.=t'.=t--:T.~~ 24 Humorist
Bombeck
-=-+~~ • Day of the wk.
29 "A Bell for-·
• One of every two
hurricanes
...,....,.........,~~ Jt Clementine's
father, e.g.
ai Beaux mondes
a Puss

.,,5.,..,-+---t--+--

67
Plmle by Kelly CWll

37 Place for a
sports stringer
a First N.H.L.
player to score
over 70 goals in
a season

40 Net
4t Potassium and

47Slaved
se PBS offering
41 Greeted warmly SI Nest
inhabitants
41 " ... - - saw
Elba"
11 Scratch (out)
13 W.W. II Gen.
a Nonetheless,
Rommel
short
I I Twosome
e3 All-up

sodiu m
hydroxides
a Command for
D.D.E.
41 Net
41 Tennyson's "lily
maid of Astolat"

- - - - - - - is here for W@f!JU

1t~to-

~ea!

L - - - - - - - - --- --
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ountry-punk

hitsC

By Jaime Hodge

Friends & Co., and Sound Sourc~
Music in Mattoon. Tickets cost $10.
Jason and lhL· Scorchers' newest
When they first staned perfonn- CD release is a hve compilation of
thctr music. paLrons of the bars their oldest tunes. including the first
played at threw beer bottles song the band learned together and
g their performance and tried to '>ongs ne\er performed in front of a
the band members aftern ard.
li\e audience, including a vanel) of
Therr st\ le reminio;ces of the old quick heated gmtar work by Wruren
ences of a different st) le of Hodge:. nnd the at umes crooning. at
tr). o;uch as Hank \\1lhams and
times remarkab.) goofy. off-ke)
} Cush. but also twists somc- extremely luck \Oice of front nMn
no one had e\ er dreamed of Jason Rm enber.
bmmg \\1th tears-m-my-bcer
One. of the band's remarkable
· punk rock
ach1evemen
besides blaz.mg a
son md th Scorchers. who new muc; ·al 1rom - 1s its ab1lll) to
introduced the concept of coun- change an) kmd of tune mto s m
wnh a k"lck. has pllched its thmg rolhckm and whim.c;1cal
e brand of music tor 17 years
One tune that excmplilie th1
The group 1 the main influ- exceptional gift 1s "M) Hean Sllll
of such explo~•' e bands as the Stands \\1th 'i ou ·· Lyrically it ought
"1awk and Wilco. Both bands to sound dtawn out and sad, hut the
t the Scorchl!rs for bringing the Scorchers heat up the song with
found punk/country blend to the fancy guitar picking and a cr..tckmg
e back in thl! early ·sos.
voice that makes the listener wonder
If it sounds like a str.rnge combi- if Ringenberg ever fully went
. n. good - the Charleston music through puberty.
needs to be livened up a linle.
Another tune to get your blood aJa'ion and the Scorchers are flowin' is the rowdy "Help! There's
than willing to shake things up. A Pire." which winds Ringenberg'::.
ti yoo enjoy watChing tnaCimen acoustic guitar into the lead arid
onn ballads at five times the Hodges' eleclric guitar as the rhythm
they are supposed to be section. The effect is nicely twisted
ed. hearing break-neck guitar and oddly wonderful to listen to.
ying that cames both the rhythm
"If Money Talks" brings another
lead c;cction and listening to a outrageous musical element 10 the
·• fringed shirt-wearing. pseu- Scorchers· music - Ringenberg gives
owboy crack out vocals in a yodeling perfonnance that rivals
even the best efforts by Jewel
~ never meant to be hit - then
should see Jason and the Kilcher. Ringenberg's yodel-y
hers pcrfonn at 9 p.m. tonight twang comes back into play full
die Dungeon. located at Friends & force as he howls through another
at 508 Division St.
slammed-up country line and
Tickets are on sale at Positively swings his harmonica into the tune.
Street Records. Z's Music.
He even yee-haws at the audi-

ence (to its resounding cry.) suggest·
ing Ringenberg not only has an outsumding sense of humor but is an
excellent performer because he can
read the temperament of the audience.
But the music isn't all about placing fast-paced guitar and otr-kcy
vocals in the country music's driving
seat
There's a fair share of slower
tunes on the double disc set,
although they still manage to a\oid
the old country cliche of being
whiny and depressing.

Songs such as "Ocean of Doubt."
which is beautiful and slow, features
a sweet violin and a twang that's a
ilnle more subdued but is still audible.
"Pray For Me Marna (I'm A
Gypsy Now)" is another slow tune.
but one of the best tunes is the harmonica-laced ''Somewhere Within,'' which features acoustic guitar
again - a rarity on this album. since it
seems to feature the more highpaced guitar fingerings Hodges
enjoys.
One of the la-;t songs on the sec-

ond disc is "Walkin' The Dog,"
which Hodges• mother used to sing
to him when he was a child.
The song features Hodges' mother on vocals when she and her husband join the Scorchers on stage for
a final number
You can almost see the grins on
their faces when Hodges cranks this
out. and you can picture her swaying
back and forth while watching her
son break out the riffs next to her.
The song feature~ fancy guitar
work. with a smooth solo and tickling ivories for the bridge.

nity on the southern shore of Carlyle
Lake 1,200 years ago.
State and federal law says all OC\\
development must stop until the
que.-.tions arc answered. And effons
to relocate the project could be complicated by laws protecting the ea-.tem massasauga rattlesnake, an
endangered species found at the lake.
"We're not saying. 'No lodge,' hut

we have to make sure we follow the
law," said Carol Knowles. spokes\\ oman for the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources. \\hich manages
the federally owned land \\here the
lodge is supposed to be built.
Charles Bidwill Ill, a co-owner of
the Casino Queen riverboat, had
planned to break ground on the 96room hotel and lodge at South Shore

State Park this year and open by
spnng 2000. A spokesman says
Bidwill was led by the state 10 believe
the site wa<;"clean" of historic or natural roadblocks.
"We were told this was a clean
site,"said Bid\\ill spoke.,man George
Aeischli. "Within the next week or
so. we·u have to make some kind of
decision" on whether to drop the

plans."
This is just the latest setback at
Carlyle, where local leaders have
nied for 20 year.; to take advantage of
the large wooded lake and it
'They're going to lose this development." said state Rep. Kwt
Granberg, D·Carl) le, one of the
negotiators of the :-.late-private agreement for the lodge

Staff edrtor

SPRINGFIELD CAP) - Ancient
s of ponery and a rare rat·e threaten to derail a S7.8 millodge planned for Southern
is' Carlyle Lake.
State officials have put the prily financed project on hold, prob) for 1.he rest of the year. as archaeists examine new evidence of an
ensive American Indian comrnu-

Photo courtesy of Jason and The Scorchers
Jason and The Scorchers will be appearing at Friends & Co. tonight at 9 p.rn. The country/punkabilly band is known its
high-energy performances over the last 17 years.

Classifiedadv~!!lfil!}g _ _ __
BY GARAY TRUDEAU

Do you and your
friends spend lots
of time
driving around looking
for something to do?

SHHH!

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Join
the Daily Eastern News
Call Chuck at 2812

BY MIKE PETERS
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The Dally Eastern News

McGwire stays two ahead of Sosa
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Mark
McGwire moved closer to Roger
Maris' home run record and stayed
two long balls ahead of Chicago's
Sammy Sosa Wednesday night, hitting his 54th of the season against
the Aorida Marlins.
After Sosa hit his 52nd homer

Home run watch
Sosa
McGwlre

52
54

Wednesday afternoon, McGwire
connected in the eighth inning off

Justin Speier with a drive that
landed just above the wall used for
background beyond center field
at Busch Stadium.
He warmed up for the effort
with eight homers in 15
batting-practice swings, including
one that banged off the

UNC coach accused of sexual harrasment
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP)-1\vo
former North Camlina c;occer

players, including two-time national
women's player of the year Debbie
Keller. have sued coach Anson
Dorrance, accusing him of
sexual harassment and other misconduct

Keller, who played for the Tar
Heels from 1993-96. alleges in a
lawsuit filed Monday in U.S. District
Court in Chicago that
Dorrance made uninvited sexual
advances and harassed her during and
after her college career.
North Carolina has been the most
dominant women's soccer program
in the nation, winning 14 of the 16
NCAA women·., soccer titles contested, including la-;t year's. Dorrance is
the only coach the program has had in
its 20-ycar bistoiy.
Keller, a member of the U.S.
women's national team. alleges that
Dorrance repeatedly made "uninvited, unauthorized and offensive
physical contact" with her between
1994 and 1996. In October 1996,
the lawsuit alleges, Dorrance coerced
Keller into meeting him at a secluded
area where be made an ''uninvited

MVC
from Page u
two seasons.
Hautzinger was the leading goal
scorer in the MVC lac;t season with
12 goals in 21 games.
"She led the conference in scoring
last year so her expectations are going
to be greater," Croft said "She's
excited about getting going and
we've excited to have ber healthy.
She's going to be a big impact."
Hautzinger is one of the only
Bears to remain healthy, as
Southwest b riddled with four
injuries already in the preseason.

No. 5 lllinoi<; State (4-14-1, 2-2-1):
If the Redhirds want to contend
for lhe MYC conference title. the
offense must ha\'e a more productive
season than la.'it year. The Illinois
State offense scored I 0 goals in l 9
games and only seven time:. in 19
matches.

sexual advance."
The other player, Melissa
Jennings, all~ in the same lawsuit
that Dorrance encouraged her to
drink alcohol while she was still a
minor.
The women are seeking a combined $12 million in compensatoiy
and puniuve damages against
Dorrance and other defendants,
which include the Umversity of
North Carolina at Qi.ape! Hill, school
and athletic administrators and
women's assistant coaches. Several
of the defendants denied the allegations Tuesday.
Dommce fought off tears as he
answered the charges with his
wife, Melissa. and brother. Peter, at a
news conference Tuesday,
"This is obviously humiliating
and embarrassing." Dorrance
said 'TB say this for my famil), they
are a powetful collection of people
and I've appreciated all their suppon
in this."
When asked by a reporter if he
had a sexual relationship with
Keller: "Certainly not," he responded

The lawsuit also alleges that
But wnere tlie youlhful offense
was lacking, the Redbirds had a
freshman goalie to keep the Redbirds
in the game. Last seasons frestunan
of the year and second team all-conference selection Becky Feldmann is
coming off a season where she had a
goals against average of 2.3 l and led
the MVC with 149 saves.

No. 6 Ar~ Little Rock:
The surprise of the MVC this season could be the newcomers, the
Trojans of Arkansas Little Rock. This
is the first time the Little Rock
women's socc.er team will compete in
a conference.
:Maybe one of the reasons UALR
is predicted sixth is because it has to
play every conference game on the

school officials failed to intervene
despite numerous complaints from
Keller and Jenrungs.
Dorrance repeatedly made "lewd
and degrading comments" in front of
Keller and made sexually explicit
comments about a teammate, the
lawsuit said
UNC athletics director Dick
Baddour said Tuesday the school
finished an internal inve,tigation of
Dorrance and the women's
soccer program about two weeks ago.
"Although we found no evidence
of misconduct, we did conclude his
conduct did fall shon of conduct of
the standards of good
judgment we expect." Baddour said.
Louis Varcheuo, a lawyer from
Wheaton. Ill., who is representing
both players, could not be reached for
comment after the news conference
Tuesday night
Keller, of Naperville, Ill., also
alleges that Dorrance forced her to
come back from a foot injury too
soon and coerced her into participating in the U.S. Olympic women's
soccer camp in February 1996 without a custom shoe that would have
aided her rehabilitation.
IOOkirig for more fi'Om hiS offense.
"We have to have a higher goal
output." he said. "We brought in
more creative and attack-minded
players."
Even with an unexplosive offen-;e,
Pratt could always count on his goalie
Courtnie Prather, who had a 2. lO
goals against average last year.
Even with every conference game
away from Little Rock, the Trojans
have set a goal to make it to the MVC
tournament and then finish in the top
four.
"We've got it tough with eveiy
conference game on the road," Pratt
~aid. "We're playing some good
teams to get warm.xi up for the conference season and we·llju~t take it as
it comes."

road.

'We've got a tough road ahead of
us." Pmtt said. "We have one of the
better program.-; v.e·ve ever had here
and hopefully we gel from it and then
we·u go from there."
Evc11 though the Trojans do return
eleven of their lop scorers, Pratt is

No. 7 Valparaiso (1-15, 0-5):
Fm.t year head coach Stephan
Anthony ha-> his work cut out for him
this season. Valparaiso hac; only won
two games since becoming a
Missouri Valley Conference affiliate
member in 1996.

scoreboard beyond the left-field
wall. He had been O-for-3, hitting
two towering pop-ups and taking a
called third strike, before homering
on an 0-1 pinch.
McGwire bas 30 games to reach
Maris' record of 61 homers in
1961. Nineteen of those games are

at home, where McGwire bas
obliterated the stadium record with
28 homers already this season.
1be previous mark was 18.
McGwire is also within
homers of matching the NL record
for homers, 56 by Hack Wilson in
1930.

Elway got his ring last year,
is this the year for Marino
DAVIE, Aa. (AP) - They came
into the NFL the same season, two
first-round draft picks who rewrote
record books with their right aans.
And so when John Elway basked
in the national spotlight last
January, accepting the Super Bowl
trophy with a jubilant grin, Dan
Marino smiled, too.
"I'm friends with John, and I was
extremely happy for him.'' Marino
said. ''To have that opportunity and
to win the Super Bowl,
it's everybody's dream. The championship makes bis career veiy
special. Obviously I want to kriow
what that feels like:·
The Miami Dolphins' No. 13 is
anxious to avoid being remembered
as the greatest quarterback never to
win an NFL championship. He has
thrown for a staggering 55.416
yards and 385 touchdowns, yet his
career is incomplete.
Tune has become a formidable
foe in Marino's Super Bowl quest,
but Elway showed there's reason for
hope. When the Denver Broncos
beat the Green Bay Packers in
January, Elway earned his first title
at age 37.
Marino turns 37 on Sept 15.
His 16th NFL season approaches, and the Dolphins expect to have
their best team in Jimmy Johnson's
three years as coach. A revamped
playbook should make the offense
less dependent on its aging quarterback. What's more, the Super Bowl
will be played in Miami, which
Dolphins fans consider an omen.
'That would be a dream come
true to play a Super Bowl at Pro
Player Stadium," Marino said.
1998 has been the year of the
breakthrough in sports. Dale
Earnhardt finally finished fi.r:;t at the•
Da) tona 500. Marie o·Mcara
finally won a major tournament title
- then won another. Jana
Novotn.1 shed the tears of a champion at Wimbledon.
And then there was Elway, the
first quarterback from the Cla<;s of
1983 to win an NFL title. Elway, Jim
Kelly. Tony Eason .md Marino - all
drafted in the first round that year -

had been O-for-9 10 Super Bow
until the Broncos' victory over
Packers.
"I saw Dan one time dunng
offseason," Elway said "We
played golf but dido 't talk a beck
a lot about it. He was nice
and congratulated me. I gue
you're never too old to win one."
Marino hopes that's true, but
also knows that it helps to
have Terrell Davis 10 the backfiel
Marino was impressed by the
way Davis complemented Elw
lac;t year. b
"
' •
"What I noticed is that John di
n't have to make all the plays in
game for them to win," Marino. ·
"I'm not saying I have to do th
But when you have a more bal
attack and can run a little bit,
helps. Look at last year _ we go
New England and throw it 60 ·
and it's hard to win that way."
The Dolphins lost to the Patri
three times in 1997. with
.
averaging 49 passes per game.
final defeat, in the first round of
playoffs, convinced Johnson that
needed to revive a running g
that ranked next-to-last in the. N
last season. Now the offense
been simplified, and John
pledges to run the ball more,
just wants to win.
Dolphins rookies were in e
mentary school when Mari
played in his only Super Bowl.
was January 1985, and S
Francisco intercepted him twice in
38-16 victory.
The years since have been tou
on Marino's pride and his legs.
bas had surgeiy on his left knee fi
times. his right ankle twice and
right Achilles' tendon and rigl!t
QllG<.; tKV• MbP,nq ~ ti}~
several more seasons. but
mobility makes him a tantaljz·
target for defensive linemen,
just one blindside hit could send
into retirement
"My body ha" taken a little \\
and tear:· he admitted ..My
ann strength 1s JU'-t as good as it
been, nlth11ugh I do notice
endurance factor sometimes.

Every Tuesday & Thursday

CE

EIU

5-9pm

.ffiRRY'S
PIZZA
&PUB

•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
BEll'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$19.95 WRAPPED
$25.95 VASED

345-3919

Pizza

Salad Bar

$4.19

Spaghetti
Garlic Bread
+tax

Children 10 & under eat for $2.00

comer of 4th and Lincoln
~--~
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orest for Panther baseball players
tern sluggers
dsummer
roving on skills
By Matt Wilson
Sports edrtor

· e most of lhe students on
Eastern campus spent lheir
•iern·me relaxing, some mcmof lhe Panlher baseball team
bard at work.
guys looked at lhe summer
a time to relax but to go out
tinue to improve and played
quality summer leagues,"
Panlher head coach Jim
"tz.

m had three players comin NCAA sanctioned summer
: junior pitcher John Larjunior lhird baseman Matt
and senior center fielder
Lyons.
n competed in the Central
· Collegiate League for lhe
Gems and achieved a 6-2
with one save and a 3.09

•

rise
of two returning players to
e in all 35 matches la-.t sea'or sencr Cari Stuchly is also
· g lhe Panlhers to tum some

-ltt·...

_ ,LU,~ll.l-Ol

~JI

l.>JA ....

UI

lot of people lhink lhat we
a )Oung team and lhat is why
ranked so low, but we have
good freshmen and we are
10 surprise some people,"
y said.
coach Betty Ralston has
preparing her team vigorously
Sept. l home opener against

·u stuff has been going well,

lhc Jayhawk League. This league
had one major tournament called
the National Baseball Congress
World Series and lhey turned out to
be the champions of the tournament.
The final player to compete in
an NCAA sanctioned summer
league was Lyons who was in lhe
Missouri, Illinois, Nebraska and
Kansas League. Lyons' team were
lhe MINK League champions wilh
a 45- 13 record
"During the summer there are
about eight NCAA sanctioned
leagues and we had guys not only
playing well, but winning,"
Schmitz said
The Lombard Orioles semi-pro
team had three Panlhers on it, with
one of them being recruit pitcher
Mike Ziroli from LaGrange.
Schmitz was impressed with the
job Ziroli did with Lombard.
"He had a good summer and
could come in and compete for the
third spot in the rotation." Schmitz
said.
Also playing for cbe Orioles
were two players who did not get
that much playing time last year,
sophomore Keith Laski and junior
David Stone.
Laski batted .433 and hit 20
homers and had 70 RBI over the

but we need to cut down on some
mental errors," Ralston said "I see
things coming up in scrimmages
lhat do not happen in drills, so we
just have to try and reduce a lot of
these mental errors."
The Panthers have been able to
advance to the OVC championship
game the past two seasons. but
falling 3- J to SEMO and Tennessee
Tech respectively.
Lost from last season's team are
four Jetter winners, including alltime kiJJ leader Lorri Sommer and
all-time assist leader Kara Harper.
But there is no reason to panic
yet. Eastern is not the only school
that lost players from last year's
team.
'There is not a team in the conference that hac; not lost some players," Ralston said. "It is almost easier if you lose a whole bunch of

rs looking for a few

No summer vacation
Name

How they spent summer

John Larson

CICL

Matt Marzec

Jayhawk League

Sean Lyons

MINK

Mike Ziroli

Lombard Orioles

Keith Laski

Lombard Orioles

David Stone

Lombard Orioles

Blake Winemiller

El League

Jeremy Sanders

El League

Adam Buhot

El League

summer.
"He didn't play a lot last year,
but he's one of the guys who went
into the summer wanting to make
himself better," Schmiu. said.
Laski's teammate Stone added

Mt'leah Cutler

players rather
than that one
star player."
Eastern
is
bringing
back
seven
letter winners
to this year's
team. two of
which were

s~ers

la;;t ~~on.
Returning along with Stuchly and
Cutter are Gen Ramos, Missy
Hollenkamp and Erin Morrisson.
Also on the li<>t of returning players
is Kim Blackwell, \\ho set the
freshman dig record, and Sherry
Austin, who was named to the 1997
All-Tournament team.
The Panthers open up at home
on Sept. I against IUPUJ and lhen
head to St. Louis for the 7-UP
Billiken Invitational Sept. 4-5.

one interested in competing in men's
and field should come to head coach
Akers office at gate five at O'Brien
Friday between 9:30-1 1:30.
can also call Akers in his office at
is also looking for people interested in
a student manager/coach.

CARBONDALE (AP) - After years of
losing food>all at Southern Illinois, secondyear coach Jan Quadess knows better than
to predict an eight-win season or a bowl berth.
But be is predicting the team will improve.
"We will be better, but not necessarily
when you are talking about the won-loss column,·· Quarless said "I think you are going to
see the kind of food>all team we are trying to

from Page 12
most people try to ease into the job.
but in my case it was all billed out at
one lump sum." he said. "I guess we
can take that.''
Spoo said one of the good lhings
about both Kreiger and l;amben i
lhey have cwo totally different styles
of coaching.
"Each man has to be himself and
they are distinct m that regard." he
said. "Of course Krieger is more
experienced but they are both
intense and have different personalities. They're both demanding but
lhey handle lheir players m different
ways.''
Krieger said he's trying co

build They are never going to quit and we're
going to be physical and aggressive."
The Salukis finished 1997 with a 3-8
record
They return eight offensive starters from
that team. but with 30 new faces. sru is largely a new food>all team - particularly OD
defense, Quarless said
On offense, quartecback Kent Skornia,

Drink Specials 345-7849
Beer Bone 1/2 Yard $2
$1 .75 Refill
$1 .25 12oz Domestic Drafts

are

Agressive

emphasis to his defensive players
they have to take control of tl,e
game.
"We have to play mistake free
and I'm trying to emphasue
turnover.; and trying to force the ball
lose... he said. "Histol) has shO\\ n
lhat ) ou win 1he game when )' u
have a good take away to give a\
margin. We' ve been practicing p suit and strip drills to U)' alillilbit
the ball lose."
Spoo said a big key to the
defense doing well this season wJll
be these two coaches continuing to
work hand in hand.
" I want them to continue to be
fair to the players and get the be t
players on the field," he said. 'The'
have to continue to work togetl
and develop their game plans a1d
be loyal to each other."

Saluki coach expecting a better football year

men to run track

so

IO homers and battied .379 for
Lombard.
"He was able to play second
base which is a position that is open
next
year,"
Schmitz said.
"Hopefully he learned some things

and he will be able to compete for
second ba-;e."
Three Panthers also played in
the Eastern Illinois league as junior
transfer Blake WinemiJJer, senior
Jeremy Sanders and sophomore
Adam Buhot all came through for
lheir teruru;.
Winemiller played for the EI
league champions and was named
most valuable pitcher with a l 1-2
record. Sanders was also a productive pitcher in the EI league as be
went 6-1 in the league.
Buhot played for the Oswego
Cats and had a batting average of
.410 and cranked out five homers
Some Panthers did not get the
opportunity to play during the summer because they had to go through
rehabilitation. Junior pitcher Ma·'
Gage. senior first baseman Ma.rf...
Tomse and senior short stop Da·:e
Mikes all had arm problems, and
Tomse and Mikes had to have an
operation. But all three of the players will be ready for the fall season..
"I'm impressed with the dedication they had to get their rehabilit<•tion early on and be ready for the
fall," Schmitz said. 'They did not
take the summer off, they went
through some hard rehabilitation.
We need them in the fall to mesh
the team together."

T hursday Lynch Special
*Express Lunch Menu Available
BBQ Pork Sandwichs ....$3. 75
Gyro w/ french fries ......$4.25
Thursday Dinner Special
BBQ Chicken D · '"'"' Choice of l sides,
& salad....$6.50
I 2oz Ribeye. 2 sides, & salad ....$ I 0.25

Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm

tailback Karlton Carpenter, fullback Brian
Nolbertowicz and wide receiver Cornell
Craig are the nucleus of what could be a highscoring grou!>.
Skornia, a senior, hit on 144 of261 passes
for J,980 yards and 14 touchdowns last season. Carpenter, a junior, ranks 17th OD SIU's
all-time rushing list with 1,380 yards and is
coming off a 676-yard campaign.
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Two better than one for Lady boote
the OVC will not get a bid to the
NCAA Tournament for a couple of
reasons. 1be first reason is a conference must be at least two years old
before it can be eligible for the
NCAAs. Another reason is a conference must have at least six teams in it
By MATTWILSON
to get the automatic bid.
Spor1s e<itor
Even though the NCAA did
expand its field of teams, Ballard said
As if playing in ooe conference
getting an at-large bid would be tough
isn't hard enough, the Panther
for Eastern.
women's soccer team will be having
"It's very hard for a team that's not
a dual conference member.;hip this
in the Big 12. Big 10 or the ACC to
season.
get an at-large bid," he said
Along with playing in the
The sixth team in the OVC could
~ Valley Conference, Eastern
be Southeast Missouri, who is thinkwill also be in the five-team Ohio
ing about joining the conference in
Valley Conference conference, which
the fall of next season. lf that does not
is just starting up this year.
pan out, Murray State is guaranteed
'"The University is in the OVC so
to have a team in the year 2000. So
we were told to go there," Panther
the OVC will have to wait for at least
head coach Steve Ballard said. "Next
three years before it get an automatic
year it looks like we'll be playing in
bid to the NCAA Tournament
the OVC and lose the Missouri Valley
One advantage of being in both
Conference automatic bid It was not
conferences is Eastern could rum out
my choice, if I had a choice I'd stay in
to be conference champions in both
the conference with the automatic
the MVC and the OVC. Eastern
bid."
would have to win the MVC title, and
Joining Eastern in the new OVC
the winner of the regular season of
conference will be Middle Tennessee the OVC is conference champion.
State, Tennessee Tech, Morehead
The OVC coaches got together
State and Tennessee-Martin. Moreand decided to have a conference
head and Tennessee-Martin are both
tournament just for the fun of it, so if
first-year programs.
Eastern doesn't win the MVC tour"'Their young teams that are getney it will compete in the OVC tourting better," Ballard said
nament the following weekend.
Unlike the MVC. the winner of

Eastern continues
MVC action, joins
new formed OVC

File

Panther senior forward Alma Ayala dribbles the ball down the field in the victory fast year over Tennessee Tech. E
which is ranked second in the Missouri Valley Conference, will also be competing in the newly formed Ohio Valley
Conference this season.

Evansville predicted for third straight titl
Eastern slotted
to finish where
it ended last year
By Matt Wilson
Spor1sdor
La.st season Evansville defeated
Eastern in a shootout to win the
Missomi Valley Conference championship. The bad thing was that the
MVC didn't have an automatic bid
and Evansville was unable to go to
the NCAA.
This year is a different story, as the
NCAA field could be expanding
from 32 to 48 teams.
Evansville head coach Mick Lyon
said adding more teams to the NCAA
Tournament will make the MVC
stronger.
"It's tremendous for the conference and it's wonderful that the
NCAA expanded. it was definitely
needed," he said '1t will give everybody in the conference something to
shoot for."

That's not the only change in the
MVC this season. as another team
has been added Joining Eastern and
Valparaiso as affiliate members in the
conference will be the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock.
'This is an exciting time for our
program." UALR head coach Chris
Pratt said "We started our program
without a conference and 12 years
later we're finally in a conference."
Just as last season, the preseason
poll has Evansville to finish a top the
conference standings. Picked to finish
right behind the Purple Aces is

Eastern.
No. 1 Evamville (14-5-2,S-O):
The Purple Ares will be going for
their third straight MVC title in the
third year of the leagues women's
soccer existence.
Evansville will be without the
leagues top defender, Terra May, and
its cop goalie, Ciristi Miller, who was
second in the MVC with a goal
against average of .86.
Lyon said it would be tough to
replace a defender like May.
''We've got a couple of girls off to

1. Evansville
2. EBltena Dlhlols
3. Creighton
4. SW Missouri
5. Illinois State
6. Arkansas Li~Rock
7. Valparaiso
the side that we're trying to groom
into the system and we recruited
some defenders to take the position,"
he said ''It's a tough loss and I hope
Olber teams in the conference don't
exploit the loss."
So with the defense lacking a little
bit, the Purple Acef> will look to twotime MVC Player of the Year Krissy
Meek. Sbe finisbecl tied for third in
the MVC last sea.son with nine goals.

Volleyball come in 'underdogs'
Young Panthers
hope to surprise
conference foes
By Kyte Bauer
Staff Writer
The element of surprise bas
always been a big part of sports.
The Panther volleyball team is hop-

ing that they will have it working in
their favor as they begin the 1998
campaign.
The Ohio Valley Conference
preseason poll ranked the Panthers
sixth. But be careful not to pay too
much attention to preseason polls.
The only thing that matters is how
you ftnish at the end of the season.
In recent years that has been the
Panthers strong point. In two years
of competition in the OVC, Eastern
has advanced to the championship
game twice, but coming up short

both times losing to Southeast
Missouri State and Tennessee Tech.
"1 think that we are going to surprise a lot of teams this year,"
junior outside hitter Meleah Cutler
said. "We are kind of glad that we
are not under too much pressure.
We are kind of underdogs this year
and the other teams do not expect
us to do a lot."
Culler was named to the preseason All-OVC second team. She is
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But Meek is not the only player
coming back for Evansville, as eight
of the top nine offensive players are
coming back, including three players
who had double figures for points.
Lyon is impressed with the way
the Meek-led offense has been perfoaning at the beginning of the sea-

son.
'rille first I0 days of practice have
been good," he said. ''We're sorting
out a few things and I'm trying a couple of things we used a couple of
years back and the kids have responded well."

No. 3
Creighton (9-7-2,1-4):
For Creighton to improve on its
disappointing 1-4 MVC season last
year, they will look to offensive powers Jessica Powers and Megan
McKendry.
Powers finished third in goals
scored in the MVC last season, as she
powered in nine goals in 18 marches.
Her counterpart. McKendry, finished
two goals behind Powers as she
found the back of the net seven times.
To go along with two of the top
offensive players. the Lady Jays also

bring in one of the top
goalies in the MVC. La.st y
freshman Maggie Phelan had a
against average of 1.65 and
five shut outs.

No. 4 Southwest Missouri (
2-2-1):
Southwest is improving
it has been in the MVC and
into its third year with a
soccer program the Bean lhe ·
ing trend will seem to
·
''We want to make it
last year in terms of getting
out in the second round,"
head coach Vern Croft said.
Want to reach the MVC final
step ro doing that is to
(Eastern)."
The Bears, the host team
1998 MVC Tournament, are
ing 10 of 11 starters that ·
tie for third place in the MVC
ings. The main retumer of
starters is junior forward
Hautzinger. She made league
being the only player in MVC
to score 30 or more points in
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Defense well adjust
to new coaching st
By Matt Wilson
Sports ecilof
With a new defensive coordinator and a new defensive backs
coach, the Panther football defense
has had to go through some adjustments.
Defensive line coach Bob
Krieger was named defensive coordi.nalor last fall and Sceve Lambert
is the new defensive backs coacb.

"It's worked out fav
Panther bead coach Bob S
" It's just a matter of making
ments to new people and
happens the players have to
to the personality of each
Kreiger said be didn
much time to prepare for
job of defensive coordinatot
"It's an exciting ........-....

